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This brand style manual is formed to show how to use the logo of “Farm Fresh To You” in different 
occations. The purpose is to give the ground rules for the display. With the same fonts there has 
been created continuity inside the marketing of the company. 

This brand style manual should be updated if any changes have been done to the logo, use of it or 
the instructions how the logo and it’s elements should be used in marketing.  

Farm Fresh To You is a Second-Generation Family Farm in Capay Valley, California, USA. It was creat-
ed in 1976 by Kathleen Barsotti and Martin Barnes and now it’s run by their children - three families 
who work together to build and run the company and produce organic products for door delivery 
to their customers. They have kept their promise for their parents to practise healthy crop rotation, 
encouraging a diverse ecosystem around the fields, efficiently using local sources and carefully 
selecting produce varieties that grow well and taste great.  

“Farm Fresh To You” delivers best mix of season’s organic produced vegetables by growing them and 
partnering with local farms and artisans. The boxes comes with farm news and recipes. 

1. GRAPHIC PROFILE 

Contact person Farm Fresh To You: contactus@farmfreshtoyou.com
Visual Design: Pauliina Viinikanoja. 02/2019
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The “Farm Fresh To You” logo is to be used as the hole logo, not separated into parts. 

2. LOGO - FARM FRESH TO YOU 

Minimun 
size 3.5cm
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Here’s some examples how the logo of   “Farm Fresh To You”  is NOT to be used. 

3. LOGO - HOW TO USE 

The logo should not be squeezed so 
that the proportions would changed. 

The logo should not be 
stretched so that the propor-
tions would changed. 
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Here’s some examples how the logo of   “Farm Fresh To You”  is NOT to be used. 

LOGO - HOW TO USE 

The logo should not be used with different 
typeface or the elements to be different 
colours. 
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4. COLOURS

R=0, G=104 B=56
C90,M33,Y98,K26
#006838  

R=113, G=53 B=134
C68,M95,Y11,K1  
#713586

R=166, G=38 B=101
C33,M98,Y36,K7
#a62665            

R=166, G=78 B=101
C31,M80,Y45,K9
#a64e65   

R=135, G=188 B=128
C51,M7,Y64,K0
#87bc80

R=234, G=193 B=19
C10,M22,Y100,K
#eac113

Yellow is used 
only in the 
graphic element 
- the corn. 

These are the colours used in the logo and in the graphic elements (vegetables). They are here much dark-
er and more vivid but when used with a watercolour brush they turn lighter. Different sizes of strokes has 
been used to create the the design elements. These colours should not be used without the watercolour 
effect. 

These colours have been used to create green and red apples, carror, pear, beatroot and the corn for the 
brand identity. 

R=66, G=51 B=21
C54,M62,Y90,K61
#423315

R=239, G=65 B=54
C0,M90,Y85,K0
#ef4136

R=53, G=53, B=53
C69,M63,Y62,K57
# 353535

The dark gray is 
used for the logo 
text and the lines. 
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COLOURS WITH WATERCOLOR EFFECT

R=0, G=104 B=56
C90,M33,Y98,K26
#006838  

R=113, G=53 B=134
C68,M95,Y11,K1  
#713586

R=166, G=38 B=101
C33,M98,Y36,K7
#a62665            

R=166, G=78 B=101
C31,M80,Y45,K9
#a64e65   

R=135, G=188 B=128
C51,M7,Y64,K0
#87bc80

R=234, G=193 B=19
C10,M22,Y100,K0
#eac113

Yellow is used 
only in the 
graphic element 
- the corn. 

When the watercolour brush is used they look like this. 

These colours have been used to create green and red apples, carror, pear, beatroot and the corn for the 
brand identity. 

R=66, G=51 B=21
C54,M62,Y90,K61
#423315

R=239, G=65 B=54
C0,M90,Y85,K0
#ef4136
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5. LOGO - ELEMENTS
These elements are part of the brand’s visual identity and can be used in marketing material with the logo. 

The elements can be positioned either straight or angled up to 45 degrees in either way.  They are  used 
big rather than small. They can only be used so that only a part of the vegetable is visible in a corner of a 
letter or business card for example. 

These elements should never be used without the logo and the logo should always be in main focus. 
The examples of using them can be found in the end of this manual where the use of the logo and these 
lements are presented in the products. 

The elements are: 
Pear
Carrot
Green apple
Red apple
Peetroot 
Corn
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6. TYPEFACES
Here is represented the fonts to be used in the logo and advertisement  for example in the delivery vans or 
packaging.  It is really important always use only these fonts to keep the consistent line in visual communi-
cation.  

HATCH MEDIUM ALL CAPS
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
1234567890

Relation Two regular
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Å Ä Ö 
a b c d e f g h i j k lmn o p q r s t u vw x y z å ä ö
1234567890

Myriad Pro regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
1234567890

USE: 1ST PART OF LOGO NAME, HEADINGS

USE: SUBHEADINGS FOR SOFTER MESSAGE

USE: BODYTEXT
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7. LOGO - IN USE
Here the logo and design elements are used in a delivery van. The logo is always in the main focus. The 
phonenumer and the website has been written using the typeface Hatch.  
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 LOGO - IN USE
Here the logo and design elements are used a package. The logo is always in the main focus. The phonenu-
mer and the website has been written using the font for headings - Copperplate regular All Caps.  


